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Words from management

The Annual Report of 2020/21 has been marked

In many ways, it was a lost year especially for the

During the course of the year, there has been a

by the Covid-19 Pandemic and the restrictions

graduating students. They missed out for about a

preparation ﬁlled with great anticipation for the

that followed. The Spring Term of last year has

half year on an important part of their education:

opening of the foundation's ﬁrst school for the

seen the sudden conversion of large parts of

namely, the valuable daily encounters and social

very youngest ages in Fisksätra in Autumn 2021.

teaching to distance learning which has proved to

interaction that the school oﬀers. But, at the same

be long-lasting. Swedish Schools have been faced

time, the necessary adjustment meant that we

with the task of following the guidelines of the

gained new experiences and knowledge which

Public Health Agency of Sweden. It was necessary

will stand to beneﬁt students and teachers in the

to have teachers and students adapt to educational

future. We encountered new ways of catering for

methods that were both appropriate and eﬀective

the diﬀerent needs of individual students and

without being disruptive. The Foundation's

explored new design options for the best use of

School Leaders and Teachers, led by the new

resources for on-site learning.

School Principal, Amanda Hurst, have shown
proof of great ﬂexibility, adaptability, patience,
perseverance, a positive attitude and a great deal
of initiative.

As we look into the future, we are concerned
about the current debate about Swedish schools,
which in our opinion is based on a number of
misconceptions. One of the major outcomes of the
debate, for us, is that we understand the necessity
and importance of developing and making better
use of the resources we have. The goal of the
Viktor Rydberg Foundation's schools is to

All the schools in the Foundation continue to have

continue being pioneers in the Swedish School

a high number of applicants. It is gratifying to see

Development.

the high number of applicants for the latest
addition in the Foundation: The Secondary and
Upper Secondary School in Sundbyberg.

Louise Ankarcrona & Louise Westerberg
Founders
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Again a school year has passed where the pandemic has

Despite the pandemic there were many highlights

From the Upper Secondary schools we had students

had big eﬀects. We started in August 2020 on a

during the school year. The Lower Secondary schools

who were accepted to prestigious universities such as

relatively positive note. Very soon it turned out the

participated in First League and Teknikåttan and the

Oxford and Harvard. We pulled through the year in a

spread of infection was on the rise and the rest of the

three schools’ participation led to success. There was a

good way with a sustained stable economy, staﬀ group

school year we shifted between bringing in alternating

lot of work put in at the Upper Secondary schools with

and student results. Very gratifying was that our Upper

school years for teacher- led learning at the Upper

UF-företagande, participation in a language Olympiad,

Secondary school in Sundbyberg was highly attractive.

Secondary school while the Lower Secondary schools

science competitions and lectures. Students and teachers

We had 229 applying for 192 spots. At the Lower

were, for the most part, in school.

became more inventive and things we never tried

Secondary school in Sundbyberg there were 953

before now occured. For example, we participated

students in the queue for only 156 spots at the

online in a big competition for debate for students all

beginning of the autumn term. A fantastic

over the world. As an ending to spring the students at

achievement by the principals and staﬀ to establish

the Upper Secondary schools could happily graduate

the school so successfully in such a short time.

It became clear that the school spirit was lower than
usual compared to “normal” years. The well-being
of students suﬀered and in spite of the work of student
health care, the eﬀects of the pandemic could not be
fully mitigated. Many lessons and meetings became
digital, Open House night became a ﬁlm and the

even though in a restricted form. Our 9th graders were
also celebrated.

The positive aspect of this low grade crisis is that we,
in order to handle the situation, have taken a signiﬁcant

foundation launched digital dialogue evenings to be

Despite the exhausting year, 97,3 percent of students

developmental leap forward, regarding digitalization

able to meet students and parents in a new way when

graduated from the Lower Secondary schools met the

but also regarding pedagogy and ﬂexibility in the

schools could no longer welcome visitors. An advantage

requirements in order to apply to Upper Secondary

organization.

of the digital meetings which took place was very good

school. The corresponding number for the Upper

attendance. Another positive eﬀect was the students

Secondary schools was 98,3 percent.

who had previously struggled to come to school now
participated fully in lessons.

Amanda Hurst
Director of Schools

Our schools
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Our schools

VRG Djursholm
Principal: Anna Jaeger
First year of activity: 1994
Programs:
Business studies program
Natural science program
Social science program
Number of students: 520 from 11 municipalities
Leadership team (FLR):
Anna Jaeger principal
Björn Olsson assistant principal

APPLICANTS AND ADMISSION
Business studies program

1,25

Natural science program

0,94

Social science program

0,67

Admission points
(median)

Business studies program

307,5

Maximum = 340

Natural science program

312,5

Social science program

292,5

Final points
(average)

Business studies program

18,05

Maximum = 20

Natural science program

17,49

Social science program

16,51

Final grades can be issued up to one year following date of graduation

97,30%

First choice applicants
per place

STUDENT SURVEY 2020/2021
Indicator

Result

Unit

My teachers are
knowledgeable in
their subjects

4,47

1-5*

*Choosing 1 means that the respondent does not agree
with the statement at all, and choosing 5 means that he
or she agrees entirely

Issued ﬁnal grades
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VRG Odenplan
Principal: Kara Barker-Åström
First year of activity: 1998
Programs:
Business studies program
Natural science program
Social science program
Number of students: 667 from 32 municipalities
Leadership team (FLR):
Warren Russell assistant principal
Kara Barker-Åström principal
Stina Afsenius assistant principal

APPLICANTS AND ADMISSION
Business studies program

1,02

Natural science program

1,49

Social science program

1,31

Admission points
(median)

Business studies program

310

Maximum = 340

Natural science program

335

Social science program,

317,5

Final points
(average)

Business studies program

16,67

Maximum = 20

Natural science program

17,84

Social science program

17,51

Final grades can be issued up to one year following date of graduation

99%

First choice applicants
per place

Issued ﬁnal grades

STUDENT SURVEY 2020/2021
Indicator

Result

Unit

My teachers are
knowledgeable in
their subjects

4,51

1-5*

*Choosing 1 means that the respondent does not agree
with the statement at all, and choosing 5 means that he
or she agrees entirely
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VRG Jarlaplan
Principal: Anna-Karin Sundmark
First year of activity: 2003
Programs:
Business studies program
Arts program
Social science program
Number of students: 541 from 27 municipalities
Leadership team (FLR):
Mattias Modigh assistant principal

APPLICANTS AND ADMISSION

Anna-Karin Sundmark principal
Business studies program

1,20

Arts program, art spec.

1,50

Arts program, dance spec.

0,88

Arts program, music spec.

1,05

Arts program, theatre spec.

0,94

Social science program

1,10

Admission points
(median)

Business studies program

310

Maximum = 340

Arts program, art spec.

600,5

Arts program, maximum number
of points = 340+320
admission test = 660

Arts program, dance spec.

568

Arts program, music spec.

473,5

Arts program, theatre spec.

568,5

Social science program

315

First choice applicants
per place

Jakob Lindgren assistant principal

STUDENT SURVEY 2020/2021
Indicator

Result

Unit

Final points
(average)

Business studies program

17,4

My teachers are
knowledgeable in
their subjects

4,39

1-5*

Maximum = 20

Arts program

17,1

Social science program

17,1

Final grades can be issued up to one year following date of graduation

97%

*Choosing 1 means that the respondent does not agree
with the statement at all, and choosing 5 means that he
or she agrees entirely

Issued ﬁnal grades
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VRG Sundbyberg
Principal: Kajsa Parmell
First year of activity: 2019
Programs:
Business studies program
Arts program
Natural science program
Number of students: 417 from 16 municipalities
Leadership team (FLR):
Marie Öström assistant principal
Kajsa Parmell principal

APPLICANTS AND ADMISSION
Business studies program, economy spec.

0,98

Business studies program, law spec.

1,43

Arts program, music spec.

0,78

Arts program, art spec.

0,55

Natural science program, natural science spec.

1,31

Admission points
(median)

Business studies program, economy spec.

277,5

Maximum = 340

Business studies program, law spec.

295

Arts program, music spec.

549

Arts program, art spec.

519

Natural science program, natural science spec.

320

First choice applicants
per place

Arts program, maximum number
of points = 340+320
admission test = 660

STUDENT SURVEY 2020/2021
Indicator

Result

Unit

My teachers are
knowledgeable in
their subjects

4,27

1-5*

*Choosing 1 means that the respondent does not agree
with the statement at all, and choosing 5 means that he
or she agrees entirely
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VRS Djursholm
Principal: Lotta Nordgren
First year of activity: 2004
Type of school: Secondary school grades 7–9
Number of students: 569 from 7 municipalities
Leadership team (FLR):
Jakob Englund assistant principal
Lotta Nordgren principal
Frida Stavrén assistant principal
FINAL POINTS
Final points grade 9

277,8

(median)
Maximum = 340

STUDENT SURVEY 2020/2021
Indicator

Result

Unit

My teachers are
knowledgeable in
their subjects

4,20

1-5*

*Choosing 1 means that the respondent does not agree
with the statement at all, and choosing 5 means that he
or she agrees entirely
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VRS Vasastan
Principal: Ingela Spets
First year of activity: 2014
Type of school: Secondary school grades 7–9
Number of students: 383 from 15 municipalities
Leadership team (FLR):
Monica Ekman assistant principal
Ingela Spets principal
FINAL POINTS
Final points grade 9

280,2

(median)
Maximum = 340

STUDENT SURVEY 2020/2021
Indicator

Result

Unit

My teachers are
knowledgeable in
their subjects

4,43

1-5*

*Choosing 1 means that the respondent does not agree
with the statement at all, and choosing 5 means that he
or she agrees entirely
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VRS Sundbyberg
Principal: Lisa Dahlberg
First year of activity: 2017
Type of school: Secondary school grades 7–9
Number of students: 468 from 6 municipalities
Leadership team (FLR):
Charlotte Sandborgh assistant principal
Lisa Dahlberg principal
David Elfsberg assistant principal
FINAL POINTS
Final points grade 9

278,2

(median)
Maximum = 340

STUDENT SURVEY 2020/2021
Indicator

Result

Unit

My teachers are
knowledgeable in
their subjects

4,13

1-5*

*Choosing 1 means that the respondent does not agree
with the statement at all, and choosing 5 means that he
or she agrees entirely

Student quotes
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”The best thing about VRG Sundbyberg is that our

”What I like about my school is that there are so many

teachers are so good at what they do. The teachers I have

excellent teachers who teach and explain in such a way

had so far have shown interest and love for their subject

that you understand. What I appreciate about my school

which makes school work a hundred times more fun.

is that I feel comfortable and there are adults who see the

Not only have I learned a lot of new things but I have also

students and make everyone feel equally valuable.”

found motivation to study on my own.”

Marah Al Saleem

Alice Fuxe
VRG Sundbyberg year 2

Marah Al Saleem
VRS Djursholm year 8

Alice Fuxe

”I like Viktor Rydberg gymnasium because of the
commitment all teachers have for teaching. As an

”The best thing about VRG Jarlaplan is actually the

individual you feel that you get the attention needed

students. For example, their attitude to school/teaching in

to improve as a student.”

general, which is both ambitious, serious and relaxed at
the same time, is a wonderful thing! It means that there is

Matheus Almonacid Mattsson

always commitment but rarely or never pressure which I

Matheus Almonacid Mattsson
VRG Djursholm year 2

think is a big factor for success for all of us. We help each
other forward!”
Oscar Brunius

”There is a nice community in school because you can

VRG Jarlaplan year 2

talk to everyone and feel safe. The teachers always want
Oscar Brunius

the best for us students. One thing that creates security
is student resources.”
Melina Vatsou

”What I like most about VRS compared to other schools
are the premises. They are very new and clean which

Melina Vatsou

VRS Vasastan year 8

gives you a good feeling when you walk in the corridors,
for example. I also like that it is easy to ﬁnd what, when
and how I shall do diﬀerent school assignments/tasks. You

”The best thing about VRG is the students’ high level of

know all assignments are in Canvas and you can reach

ambition and the teachers´ great commitment, which

your teachers in Admentum. Then I have to highlight the

contributes to learning for the future instead of just doing

food. There is not much more to say than that it is

school work. That is why VRG is much more than just a

luxurious and very tasty.”

school.”

Lukas Risinggård

Elin Sjöström

VRS Sundbyberg year 8

Lukas Risinggård

Elin Sjöström

VRG Odenplan year 2
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THE BOARD OF THE FOUNDATION

VISION AND MISSION STATEMENT
The Vision of the Foundation: To lead the
development in Swedish schools and to contribute to the
improvement of quality in Swedish schools on the whole.
The foundations schools shall be forerunners in all aspect of
schooling.
Mission statement VRG: With focus on the individual,
and from a holistic perspective, to oﬀer education of high
academic quality and with artistic creativity, that prepares
the students for future studies and work both in Sweden
and abroad.
Mission statement VRS: With the student in focus, to
convey knowledge with teaching that is based on student
prerequisites and helps students develop their social and
creative capabilities and to form a stable foundation for
high school level studies.
THE VIKTOR RYDBERG SCHOOLS FOUNDATION

Board of Directors
Back row FLR, Thomas Hvid, Fanny Falkenberg
Front row FLR, Louise Ankarcrona, Louise Westerberg, Filip Andersson,
Soﬁa Bendz, Stefan Persson
Absent Fredrik Palmstierna

Annual ﬁgures

2020/2021

Foundation’s revenues

348 200 tkr

Staﬀ costs

-218 905 tkr

Other costs

-110 770 tkr

Result

16 772 tkr

STIFTELSEN VIKTOR RYDBERGS SKOLOR
Frejgatan 30, 113 49 Stockholm 08-622 21 00
info@vrg.se, www.vrskolor.se
Viktor Rydbergs skolor drivs av en svensk stiftelse. Överskott stannar i verksamheten
för att garantera den långsiktiga fortlevnaden och utvecklingen av verksamheten.

